
SAP Business One 
for Manufacturing

3 Types of Manufacturing Models

SAP Business One is a complete ERP that contains modules for financial 
management, sales, WMS, and so much more. SAP Business One’s 
manufacturing functionality provides a comprehensive solution for managing 
all aspects of the manufacturing process, from planning and production to 
quality control and cost analysis.

Discreet Continuous Projects

With SAP Business One, you can 
base your manufacturing on the 

materials list, where different 
products can be manufactured 

in the same line.

You can manufacture 
continuously where you 

constantly organize the flow 
of materials without transition 

between operations.

Produce based on project 
management by implementing 

specific steps, programming said 
actions, and collecting data.

SEIDOR is proud to be a part 
of the affiliate program of: 



SEIDOR, a Platinum award-winning local SAP partner, is a technology consultancy 
firm that offers a comprehensive portfolio of solutions from SAP, including SAP 
S/4HANA, SAP Business ByDesign, SAP Business One, and SAP BTP. SEIDOR also provides 
consultancy, implementation, development, and maintenance of applications and 
infrastructure and outsourcing services. With revenue of $836 million in 2022 and 
a workforce of more than 8,000 highly qualified professionals, SEIDOR has a direct 
presence in 45 countries in Europe, Latin America, the United States, the Middle East, 
Africa, and Asia, serving more than 8,500 customers. 

Why SEIDOR?

SAP Business One Functionality 
for Manufacturing

Bill of Materials (BOM) Management: 
SAP Business One allows 
manufacturers to create and 
manage BOMs for their products, 
enabling them to define the 
components and raw materials 
needed to manufacture each 
product.

Costing and Pricing: SAP Business 
One provides tools for calculating 
the cost of producing each item, 
including labor, materials, and 
overhead, to help manufacturers 
set accurate pricing and improve 
profitability.

Production Reporting and Analysis: 
The system offers real-time reporting 
and analysis of production data, 
allowing manufacturers to monitor 
key performance indicators (KPIs) 
such as production output, scrap 
rates, and cycle times.

Traceability and Compliance: SAP 
Business One enables manufacturers to 
track each component or raw material 
from the supplier to the finished 
product, providing full traceability and 
ensuring compliance with regulations 
and industry standards.

Material Requirements Planning (MRP): 
SAP Business One’s MRP functionality 
helps manufacturers optimize inventory 
levels by forecasting demand for 
materials and automating purchasing 
and production planning.
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Production Planning and 
Scheduling: The system offers 
features for planning and scheduling 
production runs, including the ability 
to create work orders and track 
production progress.

May require additional add-ons

Some functionality achieved with certified extended solutions

www.seidor.com | 832-843-7544

Quality Control: The system includes 
features for managing quality control 
throughout the manufacturing process, 
including inspection of raw materials, 
in-process quality checks, and final 
product testing.


